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From Fr. John: Notes from a pilgrimage
At the end of January and into early February, seven St. Elizabeth parishioners and
I joined more than 40 others and Bishop Greg Rickel on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land:
Israel, Palestine and Jordan. We gathered in Tel Aviv from seven different airports
around the country and set out for the Sea of Galilee, where we spent the first of three
nights at a Benedictine guesthouse called Pilgerhaus.
Day One: Our first full day began in Nazareth. We joined the good people from
Christ Church Anglican church for Mass. Because of renovations at Christ Church, we
joined our English-speaking voices with the congregation's Arabic in the chapel of the
Sisters of Nazareth Convent just next door. Fr. Nael Rahmoun, vicar of Christ Church,
welcomed us and worshiped with us. Fr. Paul Kennington, one of our guides, delivered
an excellent sermon on the “danger” of pilgrimages that may lead to experiences of
Christ that change us and prompt us into action. (At the very least, Turkish coffee and
honey-soaked baklava at coffee hour may have to start happening at St. Elizabeth!)
Next, we walked to the Synagogue Church in Nazareth. Tradition says that this tiny
space was built on the ruins of the ancient Nazareth synagogue where Jesus studied
and prayed. We heard a reading, prayed and sang here before walking on to the Basilica
of the Annunciation just down the street. The upper church inside the Basilica serves a
local Roman Catholic parish. Natural light fills the church from the stunning 170-foot-high
cupola fashioned as an upside-down lily (a symbol of Mary) with its roots in heaven extended downward. The lower Church is centered on the grotto that tradition says was
Mary's home and the site of the Annunciation. You can see remnants of churches from
the Crusader and Byzantine eras all around the grotto. Mother-child panels in the courtyard represent other lands, from Japan and China to Ecuador and Uruguay. Seeing Mary
in a kimono or in a turban with bright African garb provides an inspiring global perspective on Mary and all the people devoted to her.
From there, we went to the Franciscan church at Cana, one of three possible sites
of Jesus’ first two public miracles in Galilee according to John’s Gospel — the changing
of water into wine and the remote healing of an official’s son 20 miles away in Capernaum. We heard a reading and sang a hymn here before breaking for lunch.
From there, we went to the Franciscan church at Cana, one of three possible sites
of Jesus’ first two public miracles in Galilee according to John’s Gospel — the changing
of water into wine and the remote healing of an official’s son 20 miles away in Capernaum. We heard a reading and sang a hymn here before breaking for lunch.
After lunch, we drove up Mt. Tabor to the Franciscan Church of the Transfiguration.
(continued on page 2)
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Tradition says that this is the site where the Transfiguration of Christ took place, an event in
the Gospels in which Peter, James and John saw Jesus transfigured and speaking with
Moses and Elijah.
Day Two: Back at Pilgerhaus, a beautiful
sunrise over the Sea of Galilee welcomed us to the
Church of the Multiplication of the Loaves and Fish
at Tabgha on the northwest shore of the Sea of
Galilee. We celebrated a Mass on the grass near
the shore after visiting the church, which is run by
the Benedictines who tend to the guest house
where we are staying. If this isn't the exact spot
where the feeding occurred, it can't be far off! Inside the church are restored 5th c. C.E. mosaics
including the basket of bread flanked by two fish
that has become iconic.
Next, we stopped at the Church of the Beatitudes, dedicated to the Sermon on the
Mount and after a reading and a hymn, we drove to the ancient town of Capernaum, a fishing village on the north shore of the Sea of Galilee that is mentioned frequently in the Gospels. This was as close to a home-base as Jesus had during his Galilean ministry and
much of the town that he would have known has been brought back to light again. The synagogue of Galilee has been partially restored and a church has been built over the site that
may well have been the home of St. Peter, where Jesus is said to have healed Simon Peter's mother-in-law. Mark’s Gospel names this as the place where Jesus healed the paralytic lowered through the roof.
Another reading and another hymn and we moved on to the Church of Peter’s Primacy, a modest, grey-stone Franciscan chapel with a tower in one corner is located on the
northwest shoreline of the Sea of Galilee, not far from the Church of the Multiplication. At
the base of the chapel's walls on the west end, the walls of the late 4th c. C.E. church are
clearly visible on three sides. Like the early church, the modern chapel incorporates a large
portion of the stone "table of Christ" (in Latin: Mensa Christi) just in front of the altar. This is
where the risen Jesus is believed to have served his disciples a fish breakfast (John 21:9).
After breakfast, Jesus reinstated Peter after his three-time denial of Jesus at the crucifixion
with the words "Feed my sheep" (John 21:15-19). On the lake side of the church are the
rock-cut steps mentioned by the Spanish pilgrim Egeria sometime around 381. C.E., as the
place "where the Lord stood." We don't actually know when they were carved, but it may
have been in the 2nd or 3rd century when this area was quarried for limestone.
Next, we took a boat ride out on the Sea of Galilee and stopped by Yigal Alon Museum in Kibbutz Ginosar. There they have on display a preserved 1st c. C.E. (or earlier) fishing boat of the type that was likely used by Jesus and some of his disciples. We sat for a
moment of silence on a very calm sea before moving ashore and on to Magdala on the
western coastline of the Sea of Galilee just below the eastern foothills of Mount Arbel. The
hillside is peppered with caves used natural caves that were used as shelters for rebels
against Herod and during the revolt against the Romans.
Excavations in the past decade or so have unearthed a first century synagogue (from
the Second Temple Period), a complete first century city and remains of a once prosperous
fish processing industry. This is a city where Jesus himself visited and taught and where
(continued p. 3)
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Mary Magdalene was born and raised. Near the site where the marketplace was discovered, there is a church and spirituality center called "Duc In Altum" that was completed in
the spring of 2014. The atrium is an octagonal space dedicated to the women of the New
Testament and all women with four special side chapels adjoining it.
Day Three: On our way down the Jordan Valley to the river-site of
Jesus’ baptism, we filled the tiny but welcoming St. Andrew’s Church in
Tiberias beside the Galilee. The Church of Scotland parish is led by the
Rev. Kate MacDonald, who invited Bishop Rickel to preside and Fr. Paul
to preach (and play the piano with some enthusiasm!). After Mass, we
drove on to the baptismal site, where an enormous crowd had gathered,
in part, because the Armenian Patriarch of Jerusalem, His Beatitude
Archbishop Nourhan Manougian, was there. The Jordan River was uncharacteristically high. The combination of a Patriarchal visit and high
water kept us from reaching the water, though our tour guide, Ghassan,
managed to collect enough for us to renew our baptismal vows. (I also
managed to gather some Jordan River water for future baptisms!)
From there, we traveled to the ancient town of Jericho, the oldest
and lowest town on Earth, where we stopped for lunch a come camel
rides before making our way from 846 feet below sea level up to nearly
2,500 feet above on the road to Jerusalem and Bethlehem.
We drove to the most convenient gate through the separation barrier only to find it locked with no explanation. Our Palestinian driver got
on the phone to his network to find another route – not an uncommon
experience for most of those living outside the wall – an inconvenience
for us, but in time, we arrived to our hotel, the Casa Nova in Bethlehem,
immediately next door to the Church of the Nativity. We had time after
dinner for an evening in Manger Square, where some St. Elizabeth parishioners got to meet my friend, Adnan, who runs the bootleg
“Starbucks Bethlehem” and a small shop.
Day Four: We got an early start on a chilly but beautiful morning to the Shepherd’s
Fields. About a mile east of Bethlehem is a village called Beit Sahour where shepherds
used limestone caves as dwellings during Roman-Herodian period. Remains of ancient mills
and other traces of farming life from the same period were also found here, but the Franciscans have cleaned up, restored and converted the caves into small chapels – one of which
sheltered us as we read and sang. Tradition says that this is the area where the angels
came to announce the pending birth of Jesus to shepherds in Luke's Gospel. Although other
potential sites exist, there is now a chapel shaped like a Bedouin tent (the Chapel of the Angels) designed by Italian architect Antonio Barluzzi to commemorate the event.
Then, we drove on to the Bethlehem Cooperative where, for fair prices, local tradespeople sell art, jewelry and other crafts and products for Christian pilgrims visiting holy sites
in the West Bank and Israel, areas once filled with family workshops crafting olive wood and
mother-of-pearl carvings. Challenges brought about by about by occupation, political unrest,
and the resulting decline in tourism began to take its toll in the 1970s, and both unemployment and limited resources had a dramatic effect on Palestinian artisans. By focusing on
opening international markets and skills training to counter the decline of local sales, the cooperative encourages coordination and problem-solving between local producers. Artisans
(continued p. 4)
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work in the occupied territories on the West Bank of the Jordan River, with similar cooperatives located in Beit Sahour and Beit Jala.
Our next stop was at La Crèche Orphanage founded by the Daughters of Charity. La
Crèche is the only institute of its kind in Palestine. The sisters care for pregnant women until
they give birth, and children from birth up to six years old. The majority of these children are
from Palestinian neighborhoods: Gaza, Jericho, Bethlehem or other areas in the West Bank.
La Crèche opened in 1895 and was once the largest provider of care in the West Bank for
abandoned children and young mothers. Palestinian society's deeply conservative views
and often brutal taboos around children born out of wedlock have created a vacuum in care
for both mothers and babies.
Unmarried mothers or young Muslim women pregnant by non-Muslim men fear for
their lives because of the threat of so-called oxymoronic "honor killings" where members of
the family would rather kill these women and children rather than have their name tarnished,
despite the fact that a sobering percentage of these pregnancies are the result of rape or
incest according to the staff at La Crèche.
Adoption in Israel and Palestine s still counter-cultural and exceptionally difficult,
which may be the only reason that I didn't come home with three of these sweet tiny children. Under Palestinian law, adoption is actually illegal and even foster care is difficult to
find. Orphanage staff told us that it is now impossible for them to find foster families in the
large Palestinian community of East Jerusalem because it is on the other side of the wall.
Even donating funds to La Crèche is no simple task as they are not allowed to accept
checks or credit card funds directly. We had to give cash only.
As a result of all these pressures, more babies are being abandoned. We met some
who had been left to die on piles of garbage or on the street because the Israeli "security"
wall that hems in more of the West Bank every day makes it difficult for mothers in need to
reach the Holy Family Children's Home. Social workers also report that Palestinian Muslims
are now more reluctant to rely on a Christian institution in the post-September 11 climate of
distrust between the faiths. To say life in the Holy Land is complicated is somehow inadequate, but I haven't yet found another word to use. Fr. Paul translated the French of Sr. Lodi, who runs La Crèche, as she talked to us about the heart-breaking and crucial and inspiring ministry that she and the sisters provide. We met some of the children, donated some
funds and then worshiped in their chapel.
With hearts still softened, we went on to Bethlehem University. It is the only Christian
University in the West Bank and is also attended by increasing number of Muslims. They
have an excellent culinary arts department that staffed and served a beautiful lunch. One
student ambassador sat at each of our tables to tell us more about their lives and education.
(Nada, who wants to be a translator, sat at my table) After lunch, the students who sat with
us to answer questions. They were an impressive group of people who find ways to hope
rather than to despair.
And so, after a day visiting the children of the Holy Land, our next stop made great
sense. The Church of the Nativity and the birthplace of Jesus, and then explored the
“catacombs” and study of St. Jerome. After dinner, several of us made one last visit to
Adnan’s shop on Bethlehem Square before retiring and packing.
Day Five: We checked out of the hotel in Bethlehem and drove to Hebron on the day
Trump and Netanyahu announced the highly controversial “deal of the century.” Folks state(continued p. 5)
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side worried about news of riots that were, in fact, minor and almost entirely located inside
Gaza. Still, Hebron has a reputation as a hot-spot. As the site of the Tomb of the Patriarchs,
with Abraham, Sarah, Isaac and Rebekah, the tensions between Jews and Muslims can boil
over here. This day, however, we were met only with kindness and hospitality and were invited to visit both the ancient mosque and the synagogue. Hebron is also the site where a
few Palestinian families have preserved and passed down the secrets of a glass-blowing
trade established during Roman rule. The glass is made from the sand of the Jordanian desert, Dead Sea salt and recycled glass. We use Hebron glass chalices, cruets and flagons
at the altar from a previous pilgrimage, but I was able to obtain another flagon that we hope
to use again in Lent.
After visiting Hebron, we returned to Jerusalem to see the Princess Basma Hospital
and School for the Disabled at the top of the Mount of Olives. Ibrihim Falta and his staff skillfully led an inspiring, if brisk, tour before we had lunch at Notre Dame Center, before returning back up the Mount of Olives to Bethphage, ("the house of un-ripe figs"). According to
tradition, this is the place where Jesus began his ride into Jerusalem, a moment that we remember on Palm Sunday. From this place or somewhere very near here, Matthew's Gospel
says Jesus sent two disciples to fetch a colt and an ass. We heard a reading, sang a hymn
and then walked down the hill toward the Kidron Valley do the same at the Church of the
Pater Noster (“Our Father”).
The present church and its cloister were completed in 1874 by Aurélie de Bossi, Princess de la Tour d’Auvergne, who was the widow of a French prince. She had a particular
devotion to the Pater Noster and she put up mosiac translations of the prayer in 39 different
languages. There are now closer to 140 versions along the cloister walls. The princess also
added a convent for Carmelite Sisters, who still maintain the site still owned by France.
Still walking, we stopped
again to read and sing at the tiny,
tear-drop shaped Franciscan Church
of Dominus Flevit (Latin for "The
Lord wept") that takes its name from
the moment in Luke when Jesus
wept over the fate of Jerusalem during his triumphal entry into Jerusalem on the first Palm Sunday. Although we were unable to enter the
church because a Mass was underway, I am aware that the church is
especially unusual in that the altar
does not face east as most do, but
west – toward Jerusalem!
We did read and sing outside
before walking all the way down to the Church of All Nations, also known as the Basilica of
the Agony, built over the rock on which Jesus is believed to have prayed in agony the night
before he was crucified. Tradition says that Jesus left eight of the disciples together and
went with Peter, James and John — the three who had witnessed his Transfiguration — to
the rock that is now at the foot of the altar in this spectacular church. The interior of the
church conveys a dark and sorrowful reverence
(continued p. 6)
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intended by the architect, Antonio Barluzzi, who left the interior in
semi-darkness, using only by subdued natural light that comes
gently filtered through bluish alabaster windows. More blue on the
ceiling domes evoke the star-studded night sky and the stars are
surrounded by olive branches. Just outside the church is the Garden of Gethsemane that is home for several ancient olive trees.
Our group was granted access to a private garden where we
read, sang and prayed for a good amount of time.
We then returned to the Hotel Gloria in the Old City and a
few pilgrims went to visit Wassim Razzouk, whose family has
been tattooing Christian pilgrims for more than 700 years (I was
the only representative of St. Elizabeth and I got an image of St.
George, the patron saint of England and Palestine, inked onto the
ribs on my right side from a 500-year-old wooden stencil).
Day Six: We started the day with an outdoor lecture by
Rabbi Yehiel Poupko, the Rabbinic Scholar at the Jewish Federation of Chicago, author and
speaker. Overlooking Jerusalem from Mt. Zion, Rebbe Poupko offered insights and opinions
that provoked thought and conversation as we made our way to the top of Mt. Zion to visit,
read and sing at the Cenacle, the room traditionally taken as the site of both the Last Supper and the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, just above the tomb of David.
We then walked next door to the awe-inspiring Benedictine Abbey of the Dormition,
one of my favorite sites. At the center of the semi-circular apse of the simple, beautiful circular basilica, is a mosaic of Mary and the Christ-child, with the figures of twelve prophets below them. Surrounding the church are six side chapels decorated by beautiful mosaics depicting scenes such as Mary and the infant Jesus receiving pilgrims, Jesus’ family tree,
John the Baptist on the shore of the Jordan, St. Benedict, the founder of the Benedictine order, and other saints. Two spiral staircases lead down to the crypt, a round pillared room
with a sculpture of Mary “asleep” in the center. On the ceiling above her is the figure of Jesus, as if watching over her, surrounded by the great women of the Bible: Eve, Miriam, Yael,
Ruth, Esther and Judith. Beyond this main room, are several other chapels and altars donated by various countries.
We then moved on to the Church of St. Peter in Gallicantu, taken by many to be the
former home Caiaphas, the high priest to whom Jesus was taken after his arrest and where
Peter denied Jesus. After a little Middle Eastern confusion, we managed to settle in for a
Mass before heading out to the desert.
Dropping back down below sea-level, we stopped first at Qumran, where the Dead
Sea Scrolls were found. The triangular cave where the scrolls were found is seen easily
from an observation point across the wadi. We also walked around the excavated ruins of
an Essene community with its water storage pools, communal kitchen, ritual baths and so
forth. From there, we went on to the Dead Sea itself, where several people went for a float,
even though the wind had whipped up a few impressive and salty waves!
Returning to Jerusalem, after a little time exploring the Old City, just before dinner, we
gathered for a powerful talk from two member of the Parent’s Circle, a growing group of Palestinian and Jewish Parents whose children have died in the conflict here. Remi, a former
Israeli soldier, and Layla, a Muslim mother, spoke frankly and passionately about the pain
they carry and how that pain drives their work together for peace and the end of violence.
(continued p. 7)
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“Politicians are against nature,” Remi said. “The closer you get to them, the smaller they
get.” After dinner, Rabbi Poupko returned to speak to us (“Before I start, I want to say a few
things.”) and to answer questions from the morning lecture and offer more of his fascinating
perspectives on faith and the people of the Holy Land.
Day Seven: We made an early start to avoid the crowds at the Western Wall, the Kotel, where many of us prayed. From there, we walked to the Temple Mount, the Dome of the
Rock, the most noticeable, most recognizable and probably the most contested 15,000
square feet of real estate in all of Jerusalem. We took a group photo on the steps leading
up to the Dome.
We walked up the stairs past the Temple Mount and on to the Church of St. Anne,
dedicated to Mary’s mother and run by the Pères Blancs, a society is composed of missionary priests and brothers. We sang a couple of hymns in this acoustically lush and live
space, as most guests to the space do. Afterward, we walked on to the Convent of Ecce
Homo, (“Behold the Man”), named for Pontius Pilate's speech that tradition says took place
on the pavement below the church.
We celebrated Eucharist in this home to the Sisters of Notre Dame de Sion and the
Community of Chemin Neuf, where the Convent also allows some pilgrims access to sections of the Via Dolorosa ("Sorrowful Way"), also called the Stations of the Cross. This path
under and through the Old City of Jerusalem honors and commemorates the path that Jesus walked on the way to his crucifixion. While some sections are historically questionable,
the entire route must be at least within a few blocks of the 2,000-foot-long path that winds
from Ecce Homo to the last stations inside the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, believed to be
built over the site of Jesus’ crucifixion, burial and resurrection.
After walking and praying the stations, we had lunch and some free time in the Old
City to explore, shop and marvel. Later in the afternoon, we drove to Yad Vashem, the Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem, where we paid our respects to the six million Jews slaughtered
by the Nazis. That evening, George Khoury, whose family owns and operates Lightline Pilgrimages (and who does so brilliantly!) gave a presentation on some of the outreach and
ministry his mother does in the Holy Land.
Day Eight: After breakfast, we drove out to Abu Ghose, the most likely of three possible sites for the ancient city of Emmaus, where the Risen Christ revealed himself to Mary
and her husband Clopas on the road. We had planned to worship at the Benedictine Abbaye Sainte-Marie de la Résurrection but because of some scheduling tangles, found ourselves welcomed into the Church of Notre Dame de l'Arche d'Alliance (“Our Lady of the Ark
of the Covenant”) built over a site said to have housed the Ark of the Covenant for some 20
to 50 years. This is where we celebrated our last Eucharist of the pilgrimage. Bishop Greg
blessed many of our gifts and gave each pilgrim a hand-painted Armenian tile with their
name and date and an image of the gates of Jerusalem on it.
From there, we went to the Israel Museum, where, among other things, there is an
amazing outdoor scale model of the city of Jerusalem in the late Second Temple era. The
museum also houses some of the Dead Sea Scrolls and numerous reconstructed historic
synagogue interiors. After the museum, we had the afternoon free to explore and walk.
Some of us bumped into Bishop Greg and walked around the Old City and that night after
dinner, Bp. Greg and Fr. Paul led a night walk. We said goodbye to the nine pilgrims not going on to Jordan, and bid them safe journeys.
(continued p. 8)
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Day Nine: The 40 of us going on to Jordan, including all St. Elizabeth pilgrims,
checked out of our hotel in Jerusalem early and drove across the Allenby Bridge from Palestine to the Jordanian border crossing where we were held up while several buses full of
Chinese and Taiwanese tourist/pilgrims trying to get into Israel from Jordan were being refused entry and sent back into Jordan. We assumed it was most likely in response to coronavirus concerns.
Once we got underway with our new driver and guide (the Palestinian driver and
guide we have been relying on for so long cannot go into Jordan) we drove on to Jerash (in
scripture, “the region of the Gerasenes”). Much of the ancient city is still buried, but what is
now above ground is breath-taking. Archaeologists have found ruins of Neolithic settlements
(7500 – 5500 BCE). Jerash is thought to be one of the largest and most well-preserved sites
of Roman architecture in the world outside Italy. Hidden for hundreds of years under the
shifting Jordanian sands, the amazing ruins evoke images of a once-great ancient city that
saw the likes of Alexander the Great, the emperors Trajan and Hadrian, and the mathematician Nichomachas. After a long but full day we drove back to Amman for dinner and rest.
Day 10: Sunday morning took us to the Anglican Church of the Redeemer, one of the
largest parishes in the Diocese of Jerusalem. The rector, the Rev. Canon Fa’eq Haddad
invited Bp. Greg, Fr. Dominic and Fr. Paul to serve at the altar with him, and invited some of
us pilgrims to read. He preached in Arabic and in English, and afterwards, we went for coffee hour with tea and Turkish coffee, and Jordanian sweets chock full of dates or swimming
in honey. The congregation was delightfully hospitable and welcoming.
After church, we saw a few sites in Amman, including the Amman Citadel (Jabal AlQal'a), another ancient right in the center of downtown. Buildings and ruins from Roman,
Byzantine, and Umayyad periods are being recovered, such as the remains of an unfinished
Temple of Hercules. There was some kind of police or military event taking place on the top
of the hill while we were there, and we could see a Roman theater down below the site.
Next, we drove to Madaba, where there on the floor of the Byzantine Orthodox
Church of St. George is an ancient mosaic map of the Holy Land, much of it still intact. Dating back to the 6th c. CE, nearly two million tesserae make up this mosaic that portrays the
oldest surviving original map of the Holy Land, especially Jerusalem. This is the map that
made it possible to more reliably locate Mt. Nebo, the baptism site, and many other important religious sites.
Day Eleven: We checked out of our hotel in
Amman and drove a little to the Northwest to the
town of As-Salt, home to remarkable Ottoman architecture and the legendary location of the prophet
Job’s interment. We went to visit the Holy Land Institute for the Deaf, a ministry that the Anglican Diocese of Jerusalem administers and which the American Friends of the Episcopal Diocese of Jerusalem
supports. HLID serves around 150 students, mostly
Jordanian, from the ages of 3 to 20 with one on one
tutoring. The Chaplain, Fr. Wadie Far, took us on a
thorough tour of the school and the instructional
spaces with some teaching underway (some of the
students were talented charmers). Staff hosted us
(continued p. 9)
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with tea and sweets, and we nearly emptied the gift shop where nearly everything is made
by the students.
From there, we drove south to
the baptismal site on the Jordan side of
the river where we had been just a
week before! This time, we were able to
get down to the water (still quite high,
which is good news for life in the desert) This side of the river, called
"Bethany Beyond the Jordan" (or AlMaghtas in Arabic), is an archaeological
World Heritage site. This is accepted as
the site where Joshua led the Israelites
into the Promised Land. From here, you
can look back to see the remnants of a
monastery on a nearby hillside called
Jabal Mar-Elias (“Elijah's Hill”), traditionally identified as the site where the prophet Elijah
ascended to heaven. Closer to the river, you pass the remains of churches, baptism ponds,
and pilgrim and hermit dwellings. This entire area was abandoned after the 1967 Six-Day
War, when both banks of the Jordan became the frontline of the conflict and the area was
heavily mined. The mines were not removed until after the signing of the Israel–Jordan
peace treaty in 1994, and in 2015, UNESCO designated this eastern side of the river as a
World Heritage site.
We heard a reading and sang a hymn at the river before heading out for a traditional
Arabic lunch of maqluba (“upside down”), which is a pot of stewed chicken, rice and fried
vegetables that is flipped onto a serving dish after it is cooked to form an impressive tower.
After lunch, we headed a few miles further up to Mt. Nebo, where tradition says that God allowed Moses to look out over the Promised Land, but not to enter. You can look out across
the valley to Palestine and glimpses of Jerusalem. There is also a church commemorating
the death of Moses that covers the ruins of a 4th c. Byzantine basilica and that now protects
remnants of remarkable mosaic floors from different periods. The site was closed for renovations and only reopened in 2016. Work appears to be on-going. Once again, we heard a
reading and sang a hymn before climbing back on the bus for the long drive south to the ancient city of Petra.
Day Twelve: This morning, we literally walked across the street and began a guided
walk (thank you, Zaid!) across a square surrounded by vendors, past the Visitor’s Center
and down a path toward “the Rose City” of Petra. The first main structure you encounter is
the Obelisk Tomb and then there are numerous tombs to follow as you walk toward the
“siq,” the Arabic word for canyon. Once in the siq, you walk another mile and a half (about
half an hour) through an increasingly narrow, winding, slot canyon. The geology of the canyon is mind-blowing!
We stopped at one point to meet and talk with Marguerite Van Geldermalsen, the author of
“Married to a Bedouin,” who came to Petra from New Zealand, met a man that she fell in
love with and she has stayed ever since. She now participates in a women’s collective and
sells not only her own book, but a number products handmade by Bedouins including some
truly unique silver jewelry that incorporates symbols from the sandstone tombs and façades
(continued p. 10)
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around Petra. (Needless to say, we supported the community rather generously!)
Moving further along the siq, you eventually
round a corner to see the most famous image of the
site: the “Treasury” that is actually another massive
tomb. Words fail! Even photographs don’t capture the
jaw-dropping raw beauty of this place. We walked further on and had lunch, and then we split into groups
with various appetites for climbing. Several of us tackled the “900-steps” basically up goat trails to another
tomb façade called the Monastery and the top of the
ridge that offered yet another once-in-a-lifetime experience. Then, of course, you have to make the same
trek back down and all the way home (with a short
stop at “The Cave Bar” for a pint) and then off to dinner and well-earned sleep.
Day Thirteen: On the last day of the pilgrimage for St. Elizabeth folks (a few were
taking a later flight), we drove still farther south to a desert region called Wadi Rum (“Valley
of the Moon”). “Wadi” means valley and “Rum” means moon. Here, again, words and photographs fail to capture the astonishing geology of the place. There are Bedouin tent and
yurt resorts here and there, but mostly sand and incredible rock structures. We climbed into
the beds of small Toyota trucks (our Bedouin hosts called these “Japanese camels) and
drove out into some of the mist stunning scenery imaginable. We stopped once to climb up
a hill and glissade down the sand-slope, and a second time for tea and souvenirs under a
black goat-wool tent before reaching the point in where Lawrence of Arabi and then Prince
Faisal met in the 1917 battle made famous by the film, “Lawrence of Arabia.”
We stopped for lunch at Sand Rose Camp (Hillawi) at the other edge of Wadi Rum
where we watched our hosts unbury coal pits (called “zarbs”) typically used in Bedouin
cooking, from which they pulled the beautifully roasted local lamb out for our lunch that was
served with all the expected Arabian mezze (always houmous and pita, of course!). Several
people took advantage of the opportunity shower and change before we got back in the bus
for the four-hour ride back north to Amman. Once there, we gathered for one last feast together (lamb tartar just for starters!) in a fantastic great restaurant in the converted home of
a former diplomat.
Back to our hotel,
we packed and
got on a flight
back home at
1:40 a.m. for the
conclusion of a
once-in-a-lifetime
experience and
powerful pilgrimage.
Thank you
for your support
and prayers!
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Staying “Church” in tough times
We are learning how to be flexible during
the current phase of this controllable pandemic.
For now, we are not gathering in person for
church, but there are ways that we can and will
stay “church” together!
We will stay connected to each other by
creating small “cells” of people who agree to
check in with each other and to alert Fr. John,
Sue Chamberlain, Sue Kaas or Celeste if
someone in your cell needs help.
Depending on the nature of what’s needed, we will refer the request to an appropriate
resource that will include a team of volunteers
willing to pick up prescriptions, groceries or other errands.
We are also experimenting with ways to
worship even when we cannot be in each other’s physical presence. Fr. John will be sending
out weekly home service guides for each Sunday during this temporary shutdown and there
are several on-line resources available. St.
Mark’s cathedral and the National Cathedral
are offering Sunday Masses until such time as
we can gather with social distancing, when we
can reassess what is both healthful and worshipful.
In the meantime, remember that this
phase will pass and that we will come through it
to a new day in time. We’ll continue to take
care of each other and those in need. We’ll
continue to pray for each other and for those
who have been more dangerously affected by
either the virus itself, the consequences that
will come to some of our families and friends,
or the anxiety that naturally arises in times of
uncertainty.
We trust the Holy Spirit who reminds us
never to fear because God, our Immanuel, is
with us always. God bless!

The Elizabethan is published monthly by
St. Elizabeth Episcopal Church. The
deadline for articles is the fourth Friday of
each month.
Articles, calendar items and ideas may be
mailed or emailed to the addresses below
or left in The Elizabethan box in the Parish
Office.
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Address: Burien, WA 98166
Mailing

PO Box 66579

Address: Burien, WA 98166
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(206) 243-6844

Email: info@stelizburien.comcastbiz.net
Website: www.stelizabethburien.org

Rector: Fr. John Forman
Associate Priests: Fr. Alwyn Hall
Fr. John Fergueson
(emeritus)
Sr. Warden: Kirk Utley
Co-Warden: Ryan Davis
Treasurer: Dorothy Armstrong
Admin Assistant: Celeste Alfred
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ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

"Jesus answered with these words, saying: 'All shall be well,
and all shall be well, and all manner of thing shall be well’.”
~ Dame Julian of Norwich

Holy God of grace, giver of life and health: Comfort and relieve
all who suffer in anxiety or sickness. Guide and protect those who minister
to their needs. Inspire those seeking cures and those in positions of leadership, that those who suffer may be strengthened in their weakness and
that we all may have confidence in your loving care; through Jesus Christ
our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, now
and forever. Amen.
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